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Negroes Cite Rush "Discrimination
(Editor's note:
This is the second
in a series of three articles exploring
the problem of dlscrmination in the Greek
system. An article concerning opinions
of
fraternity members will follow
tomorrow.)
By MIKE KUHLIN
Staff Writer
The first Negroes to participate
in closed fraternity rush here in seven
years agree that discrimination exists
within the Greek system on campus,
although they disagree as to the extent
of the problem.
"I definitely feel there is discrimination
in some fraternity houses," said Gary
Seavers, a second semester freshman
from Sandusky In an interview recently.
"I went to several houses where guys
just stared at me with their mouths
hanging open."
Ed Cox, a sophomore from Columbus,
felt students seemed "cold" to him during rush but added, "it is kind of hard
to decide how fraternties judge you."
Cox and Seavers visited all 18 fraternity houses during rush.
Seavers received seven invitations to
return for rush parties, went to all
the houses but one and received three
invitations for the third round of parties.
Fifteen houses had rejected him by the

third round.
Cox received four bids after his first
visit to the 18 houses.
They both are pledging Zeta Beta Tau,
which pledged a Negro here seven years
ago - the only predominantly white house
on campus that has accepted a non-white
member.
Although Seavers felt discrimination
exists to a greater degree than did Cox,
both felt It did exist.
"I sat for 10 minutes at two rush
parties before someone came over and
talked with me," Seavers said. "I think
it is because slot of kids around here
come from towns that have never been
exposed to different races."
Cox felt the same way.
"Most people here have never come In
contract with a Negro other than a singing group or pictures in a newspaper," Cox
said.
"Many student have been confronted with the situation of talking with
one of us and they feel very awkward."
"After the first night I was really
impressed with the houses, meeting a
lot of people, making friends," Seavers
related. "1 realize though that shaking
hands and verbal invitations of wanting
me back meant nothing. It is the meetings the houses have afterwards that
count."

"It Is kind of hard to decide how fraternities Judge you," Cox said. "I suppose If I sa' in on some of the meetings afterwards I might say something
different."
"All the houses took me In and discussed the same thing with me that
was told everyone else."
Seavers did not feel this way.
"Sports would be the first subject
brought up. It seems just because you're
colored you've got to play sports at
BG.
I'm not up here to play sports,
just to study," he said.
"Not that I objected talking about sports.
But I wanted to learn about rush and each
house, even though they might not have
been interested In me.
"Only one house, the first night, actually sat down with me and discussed
their house, asking me what I wanted
from a fraternity.
I enjoyed that."
Seavers went back to every house but
one the second night of rush, even though
he was not interested in every house.
He felt other Negroes going through rush
In the future might be judged on how
he acted.
"I looked at rush as a problem or experiment. My actions will start other
guys thinking; It has already. I have
told many people of the valuable ex-

periences of rushing, and others are
now considering it."
According to Seavers his friends had
different opinions about his pledging. Some
feel it will do Negroes a lot of good on
campus. Others feel that while It may
be helping the movement of integration
into Greek system it also could hurt
Seavers personally.
Still others are
of the opinion he is drawing attention to
something that should be left alone.
"I would like to feel that I was taken
into a fraternity because we had Interests
in common " Seavers said. "I did not
want to be received as an experiment
or showpiece as I could have been.
"It should not be assumed by the Negroes on this campus," he made quite
clear, "that because I made it intoahouse
that they can follow because of their
race.
"On the other hand, I hope that my
house will not exclude other Negroes
from Joining because of race, feeling that
two of us are enough. Each person should
be judged as an individual.
"I realize that every man is chosen
in the house he pledges on the basis
of merit and being able to fit into a house.
I believe this was how Ed and I were
chosen to pledge our house."
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Proposal Urges BG Join
NSA, 'Voice Of Students'
The United States National Stuoent Association (NSA) has been described as
"the voice of the American student"
and the University may be well on its
way to becoming a member.
A constitutional amendment was introduced at the Student Council meeting last
Thursday which if passed will allow the
University to join.
The amendment was proposed by Jon
Wierwill, student body treasurer, and Phil
Campbell, vice president of the sophomore class.
Campbell explained that the NSA was
formed in 1947 and is a confederation
of over 300 colleges anu universities.
The primary goal is to serve the student's Interests and it does this in several ways, he said.

Nuclear 'Cloud'
Floats Over U.S.
CADET LT. COL. David Crawford receives the distinguished military student
award from Dean William F. Schmeltx of the Collage of Business Administration.
Crawford was one of four University students who were recognised for outstandservice in the ROTC program. Also receiving the DMS award (from left to right)
cadet Col. John Tucker; Crawford; cadet Maj. Dennis Lewis; and cadet Maj. FitzOtis. Tucker also received the Legion of Valor Cross of Achievement for military and academic excellence. (Photo by Tim Culek.)

Johnson Returns Home
After Far Eastern Trip
SOUTH KOREA (AP) -- Presidentjohnson
addressed the South Korean National Assembly to wind up his stay in Korea
and bring to a close his Asian-Pacific tour.
He then flew to anchorage, Alaska,
where he remained overnight before flying back to Washington.
During his second day in South Korea,
President Johnson visited with both American and South Korean troops. He
traveled to within 20 miles of the demilitarized zone between North and South

Korea to see the servicemen. Some
5,000 men of all the US services were
brought to one camp for the Presidential
visit. He also stopped at a Korean village and held a party for South Korea's
President and his wife.
Big crowds turned out at the various
stops the President and Mrs. Johnson
made in Korea. Police estimate nearly
3,000,000 spectators saw the President
and his wife in the past two days--many
of them, no doubt, turning out more
than once.

WASHINGTON (AP)--Government weather scientists announced yesterday a
radioactive cloud from Red China's latest
nuclear blast is passing over a wide
area of the United States.
Scientists and spokesmen of the Public Health Service said they expected
little fallout and no significant health
hazard.

First, the association is a vehicle for
the exchange of ideas.
The annual conference (to be discussed
in a later article) serves as a forum
for Idea exchange between the member
schools, the national staff and experts
drawn in for the conference, Campbell
said.
Being subject to such an atmosphere
adds both to the awareness of the problems of other students and provides
members with numerous ways of improving their own situations, he added.
Second, the NSA provides services for
the members.
The Student Government Information
Service (SGIS) is the world's largest
library of information on student affairs,
Campbell said. With material from over
500 colleges, it has reports on student*
faculty relations, bookstores , food
service, academic freedom, education
policy and governmental revision.
It would cost the University $21 to
become a member of the NSA for one
year.
"Personally, I don't see how the University can afford not to take advantage
of such a situation." Campbell said.
"I invited all Interested persons to contact either Jon Wierwill or myself If
they have any questions."

Caito, Not Soich,
Injured In Fracas
The male student injured in the
disturbance early Friday morning was
Joseph Caito, a sophomore from Galena, not David Soich, as indicated in
yesterday's News.
Caito was struck on the head with
a rock which had apparently been
aimed at a police car. Soich was
in the Health Center with a broken
collerbone at the time of the disturbance.

'if' -v.
The forecast for today is occasional
wet snow with a high between 34-38.
Low tonight between 28-35.
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"Wait! Don't Hang That One
Ul:..^Candidate"

CAMPUS HART-LINE

That's The

Greeks—Super-Greeks
By JACK HARTMAN
Columnist
The one-sided power structure
among the student factions has,
in the space of one short year,
become a three-ring circus.

Formerly, the Greeks, members of social fraternities and
sororities, had almost complete
control of the campus government.
One has only to look
back two years to find a time

LETTERS TO EDITOR

SDS Smear
A Low Blow
Professor Decker's letter
smearing the SDS boys and girls
with the "Communist Front" tarbrush Is a low blow. It would be
a contemptible appeal to prejudice if it were true. It happens
to be false. The assertion that
BG students, fresh from the villages and cornfields, are Communists is absurd; they have
never had that opportunity.
The baselessness of this malevolent attack Is Indicated by the
SDS literature and corroborated
by its lineage. The manifesto,
"Call to Arms", issued by the
fledgling SDS group, is a model
of non-communication, more baffling than Informative, but it has
not the slightest trace of Communism, Russian or Chinese.
F,or students to demand more of
a voice in running the university
may be disturbing to professors,
genuinely subversive perhaps,
but hardly makes them Communists.

Eefcto-Oeii
Seating Unfair
Whenever we hear the magic words "We are doing it on behalf
of the students," we get skeptical.
The Athletic Dept. memo concerning seating at the Dad's Day
football game showed the students and their parents getting less
than a fair deal if they choose to sit together.
Normally, the student can sit in the student section, the west
stand, as part of his $3 ticket book plan.
However, for Dad's Day he won't be able to sit with his dad
In that section. The Athletic Dept. has closed it to parents and
adults.
In order to sit with his parents, a student must buy a ticket for
the east stands at $2.50, $3.50 or $4.50, and he can't buy the
general admission ($2.50)
variety until the day of the game.
"There will be over 7,000 parents in attendance... if we allowed
them to sit in the student section, it would deprive many students
of a place to sit," the Athletic Dept. memo said.
It added that "parents will thoroughly enjoy sitting on the East
Side where they can watch the color and spirit of the student
body across the field."
What if the parents are more interested in spending the afternoon with their son or daughter?
They have to "shell out" for another ticket to the east stands
while the student ticket book goes to waste.
What if the parents would like to sit in the student stands?
They can't even buy a ticket to that section.
No, we don't buy the statement, "We are doing it on behalf
of the students."
The major benefactor looks like the Athletic Dept. treasury.
::::>x:::x:x:::x:x::w^^
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Students for a Democratic
Society is the current name of
the former Student League for
Industrial Democracy, the student affiliate of the League for
ID. Old LID was a lib-lab society
before Communism was heard of
and always has been distinctly
anti-Communist. The SDS youngsters are restless, perhaps impetuous, activists with a passionate interest in civil rights,
poverty, peace, and the governance of universities. Are such
interests and activity threats to
"the American way of life"?
They might be termed radicals
with some accuracy, but radicalism always has been one
strain of American thought and
politics,
occasionally the
dominant mood of the nation.
Professor Decker's desire to
suppress any organization he
elects to call Communist is a
dubious way to advance democracy and maintain the American way of life. Today there
is again an authentic Communist
student organization, the Dubois
Club. This surfacing of the old
YCL is desirable; it helps other
student associations to be free

Lauds Photo
On UN Day
I would like to compliment
the staff of the B-G News for
its choice of pictures to represent the United Nations Day "Services for Peace". The photograph of the amphitheater seen
past the shoulders of two nuns
while Les Stern gave a prayer
as representative of the Jewish faith was, in itself, representative of not only the peace
we ask for, but also of the
unity in striving for this peace.
Again 1 want to compliment the
staff. The photograph was striking evidence of our universal
prayer. Thank you.
Kay Smidutz
438 KreischerA

of them. When the energetic
Communists are suppressed, Inevitably they enter other groups.
1 for one prefer to have the
Communists operating above
board in their own organization.
Dr. Howard D. Hamilton
Political Science Dept.

LOST MAIL
TO: The Freshman Watchstanders
RE: Defacing of library sidewalks
The bonfire vigil was just a
beginning. Now you are needed
to guard the freshly-poured
concrete at the new Library.
BGSU

Servants Get
Parking Spots
Mr. Miller demands to know
why faculty members, who are
really the students' employees,
should have preferred-parking
privileges. The answer is
simple. Servants are hard to
find these days.
Dr. Edgar Daniels
English Dept.

Plan Study
Of Housing
Prompted by the articles in
the B.C. News, the committee
on Christian Social Concerns of
the United Christian Fellowship
is conducting an objective study
on discrimination in the Greek
system of Bowling Green University.
Because we feel the students
of the University would be interested in knowing the present policies of the Greeks, we shall
attempt to ascertain the opinions
and practices of the International
Students, Negroes, Greeks, and
Administration. The cooperation of all segments of the University wljl be appreciated.
The results of this study will
be published in the B.C. News
as the first part of a comprehensive study of the housing situation on this campus.
Larry Beck
Elaine Cenker
Dody Lawrence
Commitee
Members
:}|
The News welcomes letters■;•;
J$to the editor. Letters should]
•:j:be typewritten and signed by;
£;the author and carry his type-!
written
name,
address and:
jjphone number.
X
As many letters as possible*:
X;will be published within the*':
yjlimits of space, good taste*:
•jjand laws of libel. The News X;
preserves
the right
to editijjj.
g; letters more than 300 words;.'-:
:•;• in length.
H

";:xxsxWxw*x*x^^

when Student Council had only
two independent members.
Now, the Independents claim
about a fourth of the Council
membership and show signs of
even fun her gains in the future.
The real story is not so much
the rise of the Independents but
the split within the ranks of the
Greeks.
Now there are two
Greek factions--the Greeks and
the Super-Greeks.
It is very difficult to characterize the "Greeks" because
there is little real difference
between them and the Independents.
In Council they consistently
vote in favor of legislation to
benefit the whole student body
or a disenfranchise segmentsuch as the commuters.
Fear that a bill may weaken
the Greek system's majority does
not bother the Greek faction. It
is more concerned with the overall campus view.
"Greeks" do not always wear
their pins. They want to be
identified as Jim Smith or John
Jones not George Greek.
You can find many of them
among the loyal members of
the University Party.
In essense, they are students
and members of the university
community that happens to belong to a fraternity or sorority.
Their first allegiance is to the
former.
Not so with the "SuperGreeks." Their first allegiance
is to their brothers or sisters
and the system to which they
belong.
A campus issue is not thought
of in terms of benefit to the
university community as a
whole but in terms of its
probable effects on the system.
The pin is worn incessitantly.
Without it, the "Super-Greek"
is succeptible to feelings of inadequacy-- like
the
Biblical
Sampson when his hair was cut
off.
And so the battle for campus
power
continues
with the
"Greeks" caught in the middle.
The "Super-Greeks" make
overtures from one side: "Stick
with us; don't ruin our powerful
system."
The Independents issue a plea
from the other side: "We want
what's best for all the students
and the university as a whole."
In the near future, the
"Greeks" will be forced to
choose between the two extremes.

Calls Himself
A Murderer
1 am a murderer!
Does that shock you, Miss
Campbell? Good.
Before I could become a firstrate murderer I had to undergo
certain training. First, I fed
ice-cream to a Vietnamese girl.
She'll never feed herself again
Miss Campbell, because she has
no hands. They were amputated
at the wrists by the Viet Cong.
Her father had refused to give
them rice. Then I had to see
a village starve) This time the
Viet Cong hadn't bothered to ask
for rice—they took it. Last but
certainly not least, I watched my
best friend die.
Yes, Miss Campbell, I have
killed.
Would you like to meet a killer
in open debate?
May I suggest next Tuesday
night in the lounge of Kreischer
"C".
George Peck
437 Kreischer C

J.
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Open Occupancy Issue Holds Key
9
Education
To Governor's Race In Marylandteads ,n Enrollment
The three candidates for the
Maryland governor's job are
probably hoping the voters will
make up their minds more quickly
than the forecasters , about the
coming election.
About the only thing certain currently is that "a man's home
is his castle."
George Mahoney rode the phrase
to victory in the democratic primary, and he's out to prove
what's good enough in the primary should be good enough to
put him in the governor's chair.
The election revolves around
the "open occupancy" issue and
Mahoney's
rivals--Republican
Spiro Agnew and Independent
Hyman Pressman-- have been
trying to make Mahoney's slogan
boomerang.
Agnew labels the Democratic
candidate
a "vulgar opportunist," and Pressman calls Ma-

honey's campaign pitch 'hatemongering."
While positions of all three
candidates are not always clear
Mahoney sticks by his adopted
slogan and then heers that Agnew has flip-flopped on his housing stand.
Neither Pressman nor Agnew
favors complete state legislation
prohibiting racial discrimination
in the sale and rental of housing.
Independent Pressman says he
is for regulation without exemption--on a federal level- - and claims it should not be an issue
in the gubernatorial campaign.
But in an appeal for Democratic votes he Said this is a
chance to purge part of "the
cause of the shame which now
exists."
Republican Agnew, meantime,
has come out against any laws
applying to the sale of houses

Panhel Pledges
Meeting Tonight
The Junior Panhellenic Workshop for fall sorority pledges is
scheduled from 7 to 9 tonight in
the Union.
Sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council, the workshop will feature slides of sorority activities
and speeches by members.
Mary Beth Alderman, chairman of the workshop, said the
program is designed to explain
the purpose and function of Panhellenic Council.
"It's important that every woman know what Panhel is, what it
can do for her, and what she can
do for Panhel," she added.
Following the main session,
pledges will break up into smaller groups for discussions.
Subjects will include: scholarship; conformity in Greek life;
relationship to non-affiliates; the
Greek life in preparation for the
future; responsibilities toward
the University, and what pledges
can expect from the pledge program.
In other business, representatives of Panhellenic Council ex-

pressed opinions of their houses
concerning pre-rush activity.
The consensus of opinion was
the present system was satisfactory and no changes were
made.
Panhel also announced an allcampus jam session is scheduled
in the Rathskeller Saturday, Nov.
19, in place of the cancelled
Phyllis Diller program.
The jam session would coincide with the All-MAC Panhellenic Conference planned the same
weekend.
Under the present system, sororities may hold only three organized pre-rush parties for
freshmen. Discussion at last
week's meeting concerned the
possibility of a series of allsorority teas.
Many representatives said they
felt pre-rush activity has been
excessive but conceded they had
no better plan to offer.

Patients Evacuated
As Fire Rages
SLYMAR, Calif. (AP)--More
than 1,000 patients were evacuated yesterday from a county
hospital and a Veteran Administration hospital here due to a
brush fire that raged out of control.
Residents of the Slymar area
also were advised to leave their
homes.
The fire broke out 25 miles
northwest of Los Angeles in the
San Gabriel Mountains of Angeles
National Forest and was whipped
by winds gusting over 60 miles
an hour at times. The patients
were taken to other hospitals by
ambulances and buses.
Flames were within 200 yards
of some structures at the north
end of the V-A Hospital and
about that close to the Olive
View hospital as well.
Smoke and fire could be seen
in many parts of the San Fernando Valley and caused a traffic
jam on nearby Golden State Freeway.
One hundred men ringed around the Los Pinetos Peak trying to keep the flames away
from the Army Nike Missile
Base atop that mountain.
About 500 men from the United
States Forest Service were on
the fire lines yesterday.

OVER 1,000 SWEATERS
PURITAN
VAN HEUSEN
REVERE
DRUMMOND
We Welcome Your Charge

GRAEBERNICH0LS
Downtown - 109 S. Main

owned by an individual on the
ground that such measures are
unconstitutional.
He said at one point that as
governor he would veto any bill
passed by the legislature applying to individually owned houses.
But 10 days later addressing
a group of democrats in moderately liberal Montgomery County
he reneged on the veto idea.
In reversing his field, Agnew
gave. Mahoney a big opening and
"the people know that Mahoney
means what he says, he says
what he means and he sticks to
his guns. I say a man's home
is his castle-- and I say it
proudly."

According to figures released
by the Registrar's Office today,
5,470 students are enrolled in
the College of Education, making
it the largest of the three colleges
at the University.
Breaking the total down into
class percentages puts freshmen
on top with 1,622, sophomores
second with 1,452, juniors third
with 1,404, and seniors last with
992.
The College of Liberal Arts
has the second largest enrollment with 2,618 students in that
college. Of the total students enrolled 1,904 are freshmen, 694
are sophomores, 513 are Juniors,
and 317 are seniors.

Ranking third in student enrollment is the College of Business Administration with 1,974
students. Class distribution Includes 719 freshmen, 520 sophomores, 442 juniors and 293 seniors.
The largest portion of each of
the colleges is composed of
freshman students. Freshman
totals lead each of the colleges
as 3,437 of the 10,332 full-time
students are freshmen. The remainder of the student body is
composed of 2,670 sophomores,
2,373 juniors, and 1,621 seniors.
The freshmen again come out on
top in their portion of the total
full-time student enrollment.
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DELAYED OPENING -• The new student
medical center, scheduled to open in January,
will not open until next summer due to a
shortage of brick masons. Dr. Harvey L.

Burnette, director of the center, calls it one
of the best college medical facilities in the
United States. (Photo by Jon Fish.)

New Med Center Praised
As One Of Nation's Best
Bowling Green may have one
of the best college medical facilities in the United States when
the new student medical center Is
completed.
"I have seen only one better
than this one will be, and that
was at Harvard where they have
their own medical school," said
Dr. Harvey L. Burnette, director
of the medical center.
The medical center, which is
five to six months behind schedule due to a shortage of brick
masons, is expected to be completed early next summer. It was
originally scheduled to open in
January.
Dr. Burnette is one man who
should know about the medical
;
center. He drew up the original
plans for the structure and submitted them to the architect for
final drafting.
The new medical center will
have twice as much room for inpatients as is now available.
There are now 50 beds for inpatients and the new building
will initially be equipped with
102.
A new feature will be a fully
equipped emergency room. At
the present lime no emergency
room facilities exist on campus
and emergency cases are taken
directly to Wood County Hospital.
Access to the emergency room
from the parking lot will be available via a loading dock for removing patients from ambulances. Another feature of the
emergency room will be an elevator to take patients to the
second floor in-patient ward.
Other improvements planned
will be updating X-ray equipment
and more room for physical therapy equipment.
Dr. Burnette says that he hopes
to add a registered physical therapist when the newfacilitiesare
available. However, the staff of
the medical center is not expected to increase greatly.
"Our staff is split up in two
buildings now," Dr. Burnette
said. "When we move into the
new building the staff will be
adequate to handle the students'
needs."
No Increase in the nursing
staff is expected, either. The
new in-patient ward is designed
to enable the present number of
nurses on the staff to take care
of the patients.
As the
student.,, population
grows, it may be necessary to

add three more licensed practical nurses, explained Dr. Burnette.
For the 1967-68 school year,
another doctor is expected to be
added to the medical staff, bringing the number on the staff to
seven.
When a clinical psychiatrist is
added to the staff, graduate courses In clinical psychiatry maybe
held In the student medical center.
On the first floor there will be
a multi-purpose room which can
be used as an auditorium or lecture hall for seminars and may
be available for use by other
University departments and organizations.
This room also can be turned
into a 40 bed ward for in- patients,
if the need arises. It also will
be used for staff meetings by
the medical center personnel.
Still another use for this room
could be as a recreational area
for in-patients.
The in-patient ward on the
second floor also can be expanded to accommodate more beds
for in-patients. The day room
area on the second floor can be
arranged so that 70 beds can be
added.
The first, or ground floor will
be the area for the lobby, reception room, staff offices, the outpatient area and the multi-purpose auditorium.
The second floor will be the
in-patient ward with a day room
adjacent to the ward.
In designing the building an
effort was made to preserve as
many of the trees standing on the
site as possible. The stone wall
V •..•■!,.•• -..••• ..•!■..-)•..• I •-•••.-••
^&;?^T:*^
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was kept and some of the same
type stone was used in the building.
The new Student Activities
Building, now wider construction
across the street also Is being
built with some of the same type
stone.
The site of the medical center
was selected with the expansion
of the campus in mind.When expansion is completed, the new
medical center will be approximately in the center of the campus.

Aid To Groups

Oct. 31 to Nov. 4
Monday to Friday 3 to 5p.m.
Monday to Wednesday 6 to
7 pjn.
Nov. 7 to 11
Monday to Friday 3 to 5 p.m.
***
'Drug Addiction' will the ' jpic
of tomorrow's Alpha Epsiloi. Jelta meeting at 7 p.m. in Room
204, Mosely Hall. Dr. James
Bond, visiting assitant
professor in psychology , will be
the speaker.
*•*
Sam Bonham, from the Ohio
Council for ExceptionalChildren,
will speak tonight at 6 p.m. at
University's local chapter of the
Council for Exceptional Children
in the Recital Hall. Mr. Bonham
will discuss problems of interest
and qualifications and pay scales
of teachers in this field.
Key pictures will be taken
after the meeting and final preparations made for the state
C.E.C. Convention Nov. 11 and
12.
*••
Darwin W. Stuckey, graduate
student in chemistry, will speak
on, "The Applications of Semiconductors to Transistors" at
a chemistry seminar today at
4 pan. in 140 Overman Hall.
*•*
The Chemical Journal Club
will be host to two guest speakers
at 7 pan. today in 140 Overman
Hall.
Dr. Robert B. Hutchison, assistant professor of chemistry,
will talk on the preparation of
LSD, and Donald M. Ragusa,
instructor in psychology, will
speak on his original research
of the psychological effects of
LSD.
Key pictures also will be taken.

For American Red Cross

A special service being introduced by the Placement Office
staff will inform students-mainly
underclassmen--about
vocational, career, and summer
job opportunities.
James Galloway, director of
placement, said this week that
letters have been sent out to all
campus groups and organizations
informing them of the availability of the placement staff for
group discussions. The discussions will take place with the
groups at their designated meeting place for evening conferences.
Any group or organization that
has not received such a letter
from the Placement Office and
would like to arrange for a meeting with the placement staff, may
obtain further information at the
Placement Office.
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Atu^^ registers early...
so can you

An AmericanRedCross Bloodmobile will be at the University
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Nov. 9.
The bloodmobile, sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega, men's service fraternity, will be located
at Memorial Hall.
Students under 21 years of age
must have permission from their
parents or guardian to donate.
Permission slips will be given
in the dormitories at the end of
this week.
Forms are also available from
Mary A. Watt, professor of health
and physical education and Major
Floyd J. Brazile, USAF, assistant professor of aerospace studies.
To eliminate waiting, appointments may be made in the Union
Activities Office in the Union.
Blood donated will be used local*

ly and for American forces in
Viet Nam. The quota for this
year is 150 pints.

CHURCH

SHOE
SHOP
131 South Main St.

-.;
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After this date the library
and the althletic ticket office
will accept only a new card or
a validated one as proper Identification. The hours that the
I.D. lab will be open are:

Placement Offers Bloodmobile Seeks Donors
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Hearing tests will be held the
next few
Saturday mornings
for students. This is a University requirement and all students
notified must report for the tests.
•••
Phi Beta Lambda will meet
at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow In the
Fink Dogwood room.
Guests
and faculty members will attend
the meeting along with prospective and present members.
A program will follow the business meeting and dues will be
collected.
**»
The office of the Register reminds students who expect to
receive benefits from the war
orphans section of the new GI
Bill that they must sign monthly
certification cards.
This should be done at the
end of the month and prior to
the 8th of the following month
in 310 Adm. Bldg., so that the
Veterans Administration
can process checks on the 20th
of each month.
At this point less than onethird of the eligible students have
been in to sign cards for September-October. Thissameproceedure should be followed each
month until further notice is
given.
*»•
The new identification cards
are available in Room 120, University Hall, for most persons
who had pictures taken on or
before Oct. 21.
These cards may be obtained
at the time noted below or will
be sent if a self-addressed,
stamped, envelope is provided.
In addition, I.D. cards for upperclassmen will continue to be
validated when a fees receipt is
shown up to Thanksgiving recess.
It is requested mat freshmen or transfer students who
have never had an I.D. picture taken and anyone who has
been
notified that it is
necessary to have another picture taken, do this before Nov.
11.

:i

The Pledges Of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
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Wish To Thank All Those Who
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Contributed To Our
Halloween Candy Drive
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Fall Fashions

It's A Pantsuit Parade

SUAVE STYLES -- Double-breasted suits are the most popular
threads for the college miss this fall.
Laurel Pippert (far
left) models a wool suit, while Georgene Jakobsky (middle
sports a two piece Camel suit, topped by a little boy hat.
Cami Eberwein (right) shows off a two piece herringbone
suit. (Photos by Rosemary Kovacs.)

BY CAROLE MILLER
Feature Writer
The military look for women
is "in" this fall with the doublebreasted pantsuits being the most
popular sports clothes item.
Reports from the sports clothes
department of Lasalle's in Bowling Green say that the sales of
pantsuits of all styles are very
high. The best sellers among the
suits are those withmilitary buttons and long jackets with split
tails.
Both plain colors and printed
patterns
including checks,
stripes, and plaids are popular,
but the patterned suits seem to
be sealing better, reported Lasalle's sports clothes department.
The
opinions of Bowling
Green co-eds concerning pantsuits seem to be very similar.
As stated by Virginia Tyirin,
"They're fine in their place,
but should never take the place
of a skirt."
"I think they are cute and
very practical for casual wear.
My favorites are the plain col-

ored or the soft tweed ones,"
said Karen Ludtke. aharon Stazyk said, "I like them and I
think they look stylish."

CONNIE VAN Ness sports a
two piece outfit (right), and
Jo Ann Lay ford models a two
piece Navy blue combination

"For some occasions they are
very suitable, but it takes a
person with a
certain flair
to wear them," said Sue Penn.
Mary Kuhlman had a different opinion about pantsuits. She
said, "I think they are too masculine and I don't think they
will last very long. I really
don't like them too well."
Debby Schmidt said, "I think
there is a time and a place
for them and it takes a certain person who has developed
a sense of taste and fashion to
wear them suitably."
Along with the pantsuits,
poorboy sweaters and "hip-hugger" slacks are among the best
sellers at Lasalle's.
Turtle
neck sweaters also lead the
sweater sales and shoulder bags
are still in style. Low heeled
shoes are in style this season
and the toes are rounding off.
In the dress department, the best
sellers are the cordoroy suits.
The colors leading the race this
year are green and shades of
purple.

Symbols Rich In Ghana's Culture, Kofi Explains

He's Known As Friday's Child
drops of gin or other alcohol on forty-day periods constituted a
grandfather or grandmother or
year. The ninth Akwasidae,
the earth as each sentence of
any important member of the
marking the passing of about
the prayer Is said. This we befamily. For example, I am Kofi
lieve, quenches the thirst of our 360 days becomes the "Big
Ampim. "Kofi" denotes that I
dead forefathers and gives them Akwasidae" or the end of year.
was born on Friday, and my surthe strength to help us in our
Like any Ghanaian Chief, the
name "Ampim" is the name of
King of the Ashanti tribe on
my grandfather. A female born daily activities.
Marriage is one of the easiest that day cleanses objects believed
on Friday is know as Afia. When
two people in the same family things to embark upon. One can to be inhabited by the souls of
his ancestors. On this oc ass ion
marry with a bottle of gin and a
are born on the same day, they
little amount of dowry. Polygamy the historic Golden Stool deare normally identified by their
Is legal and a man can marry scribed as the Palladium of the
different surnames.
In Ghana there are three types , as many wives as ten and have ancient Ashanti Kingdom is shown
to the people. The Ashanti King
of religions: Christians, Mos- as many babies as forty.
Respect is a necessity in every appears in all the traditional
lems, and the traditional "juju"
family. For example, a person of splendour and majesty which the
worshippers. The juju worshippers pray to God through 17 can't ask a person of 25 to occupants of the Golden Stool
have built for years. His probring him water as it is done
the dead. Praying to God through
cssion falls into three: the adthe dead is performed by pouring in western countries.
Ghanaians have several fest- vance group headed by the
ivals at various times of the "Prempeh drum", the Golden
year. Though each festival has Stool and it's own attendants,
it's own significance, they are preceded by a group of drummers
and gold decorated horse-tail
all invariably colorful and often
whisks carried by two of his
'
^* • «*•» *^
* ^ 5 accompanied.
grand daughters.
Particular clothes are worn to
(Editor's Note: The News will feature a weekly "Greek Beat."
express the feeling of an
A significant feature of the
Sororities and Fraternities should send news items to Marioccasion. The "Kobene" cloth,
festival is the paying of homage
lyn Draper, Kappa Delta House.)
a vermillion red cloth, signifies
to the King by nine clan chiefs.
mourning; the "Kuntunkuni"
* * *
By this homage the King is asALPHA CHI OMEGA and KAPPA DELTA social sororities made cloth, a black cloth, expresses
sured of loyalty and co-operation
a
prolong
feeling
of
melancholy,
sure Halloween was not forgotten on campus last week.
of his most important chiefs.
while the wearing of white cloth
Alpha Chi's organized a "Pumpkin Walk" which took place
Amid traditional drumming, and
signifies
victory.
last Thursday evening. Pumpkins carved by the sorority memdancing, the recitation of paneBy tradition, Ghanaians mourn
bers were distributed by Alpha Chi seniors to each sorority house,
gyrics and traditional history,
the dead openly and loudly. The
fraternity house, and dormitory.
the chiefs, one after the other
women sing dirges in praise and
A sorority Halloween party, complete with donuts, cider, and
greet and renew their loyalty
memory of the dead and make
apple-bobbing, followed the "Walk".
to him. Libation is also poured
meaningful symbolic gestures.
Kappa Delta social sorority roamed the campus with lighted
by the King as a form of prayer
In
iraditional
dancing
all
over
pumpkins the same night on their annual "Pumpkin Serenade".
for
the prosperity and blessings
the country, e.g. the "adowa",
Members of DELTA UPSILON fraternity will start the weekof the Ashantis.
beauty
in
the
human
figure
is
end off with a "Tea Party" at the Canterbuty Inn this Friday.
The ceremony ends with the
thought of and expressed in terms
Saturday, the DU seniors underclassmen will square off for
of certain definite symbols, every King returning greetings. At this
a touch football game and then trek to the University stadium
part of the body being expressed stage, those who wish to take adwith their fathers for the annual Dad's Day game.
in terms of either a circle or vantage of his bounty are served
The DU's annual "Cave Party" will be held Saturday night.
with different kinds of dishes.
an oval.
The ALPHA XI DELTA volleyball team has been dubbed "fuzIn
traditional
pottery,
the
oval
zle Falcons". The team has a 3-1 record for the season.
form denotes pots for cleansing.
The lounge of the PHI MU house has been beautifully decorated
The
circular form denotes rewith two oil paintings done by two 1964 graduates in art.
ceptacles
for liquids which are
Barbara .Wismar, now teaching art In Berea, did an oil painting
ATLANTA, GA. -- Because flu
traditionally regarded to be lifeof a seascape. Diane Williams, teaching art in Gallon, did a comoccurs in cycles, federal health
giving,
and
therefore,
sacred.
plimentary oil of an old mill and stream. The color scheme of
officials aren't expecting any maThe
semi-circle
pots
like
a
bowl,
the paintings compliments that of the decor of the class.
jor outbreaks this winter, A
represent
benevolence,
tenSIGMA ALPHA EPSILON's candy hunt was a success. They
spokesman for the US public
derness
and
kindness.
carted several boxes of candy bars, gum. etc to Toledo to be disHowever, the most dis- health service's communicable
tributed to underprivileged children for Halloween.
tinguished and outstanding fest- disease center in Atlanta recalls
November 8 will be DELTA GAMMA'S Birthday Dinner, set
ival is called "Akwasidae". The there was a widespread flu actfor the Union. Alumni, actives and pledges will be celebrating
festival traditionally marks the ivity a year ago.
the date when the local sorority. SKOL, became Beta Mu chapter
H e says the outbreaks include
end of the Ashantl Calender.
of Delta Gamma.
Before the advent of the white both types "A" and "B" inTHETA CHI has set up a table in the Union to accept donations
man, the Ashantis marked the fluenza. Both these types occur
for the Steve Beattle fund. Beattie is the Bowling Green High
year by a series of A kwasidae in cycles, the center says, with
School football player seriously injured several weeks ago during
(forth-day periods). Nine of these "A" type occurring every two
a game.

By KOFI AMPIN
Special Writer
Almost all aspects of Ghana's
culture and traditions are expressed in symbols. At state
functions, chiefs and their elders
sit in a semi-circle, symbolizing
the crescent moon which represents the nature of the female.
The royal umbrellas with their
gold and silver plated tops indicate the varied shades of traditional power of the chiefs forming the royal procession.
Ghanaian babies are normally
named according to the days on
which they are born. This determines their first names, and
the surname is often that of the

TL
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KOFI AMPIN, a second
semester freshman in the
school of Business Administration, comes from a family
rich in political traditions.
His father is a major in the
Army and his mother is active
in politics, while his uncle
is the UN representative from
Ghana. Kofi hopes for a career in Marketing after college.
In his native language, Kofi
means 'born on Friday.

Flu Loses Turn This Year
or three years and "B" about
every three to four years.
A spokesman for the center
says the two types overlapped
last year. He says it was the
end of an "A" cycle and the
start of a "B" cycle.
However, It is recommended
that persons over 65 and those
with chronic debilitating
diseases, such as heart or lung
trouble or diabetes, receive flu
vaccine.
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Dad's Day
'Heads East'

Behind Enemy Lines

Marines Seeing
Strange Sights
DONG HA. South Viet Nam (A P>.
One type of Marine outfit in
South Viet Nam operates inside
enemy territory-- the reconnaissance patrol.
Each patrol carries from five
to 15 men or more. It can parachute into an area but is usually
landed by helicopter.
The patrol's job is to find out
what is going on, and it sees
some pretty strange sights.
Sgt. James Rich of Houston,
Tex„ recalls:
"One time we saw a whole
string of North Vietnamese coming down a trail. It's their territory and they didn't expect us to
be there. They were hopping from
side to side like a bunch of little
girls."
First Lt. Mike Henry recalls
one night his unit was on a hill
overlooking the De-Militarized
Zone:
"There were so many lanterns
coming across it looked like the
New Jersey Turnpike. 1 called
in artillery and the lights scattered like flies and went out."
Strange things happen to a
reconnaissance unit, like the

time that Sgt. Tom Bachta talked
on the radio with his right hand
while
fielding
five enemy
grenades with his left.
Once the last man in a patrol
got tangled in some vines. Having to remain silent, he worked
himself free, watching his comrades disappear as he did so. It
took them three hours tofind him.
One ma n had to be evacuated
for a noisy cough, but it was a
routine matter for the unit.
The men may be on patrol in
hostile territory from four to
eight days. After four days rest,
it starts all over again, with 60
pounds of rations, freshly cleaned
equipment and a face newly blackened with a stick of a wax-like
cosmetic.
On the ground, the patrol searches in a pattern that will leave
it near a pre-arranged helicopter
pickup point.
At night, the men sit close to
one another so they can signal by
touch. There is no smoking--except during a fire fight. Then,
one patrol member said, "everybody lights up."

World Wide Roundup
SAIGON (AP) - In Saigon, South
Vietnamese citizens defied Viet
Cong terrorists and paraded
in National Day observances.
Earlier, terrorists staged a hitand-run bombardment of Saigon
with recoilless rifles and mortar. The shellings are known
to have killed seven Vietnamese
and one American Navy officer.
Thirty Vietnamese and five Americans were wounded.
COLUMBUS (AP) -- Ohio State
University professors expressed
concern yesterday over what they
consider encroachment in an academic matter that they feel is

in the realm of faculty responsibly.
The OSU chapter of the American Association of University
Professors refers to action taken
recently by the Chancellor of
the Board of Regents when administrators of all state-assisted
universities were asked to adopt the four-quarter calendar by
1968.
The chapter asked reassurance, that "Determination of
academic policies be left in the
hands of the faculties where it
has been placed by the various
boards of trustees."

"MATURE" UNIVERSITY students also got into the Halloween costume act Monday night with some of their own creations which tended to show the signs oiour times. It is doubtful that they were successful in their attempts for goodiesu
however, because they tried to "Trick or Treat" after the curfew hour imposed by the city. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

Classified Ads
SEND COPY to Classified
Dept., B-G News, 106 University Hall or phone 3538411, Ext. 3344.
RATES: 32e per line, 2
lines minimum, average 5
words per line.

For Sale. 3 reserved seat Dan's
For Sale. 3 reserved seat Dad's
Day tickets. Call Patti Mitchell,
ext. 3393.

FOR SALE OR RENT

For Sale. 55 Volks convertible,
new top. $250. Evenings 6863526.

FOR SALE. Gibson guitar in
excellent condition, $80. Call
Lee, 2498.

For Sale. 2 tickets forLouRawls
concert. Nov. 5. In Columbus.
Call 352-3682.

For Sale. 59 Chevy, convertible.
Hurst 3-speed. Best offer (need
money). Call Denny, ext. 2211,
Harsh. B (341).

LOST

Falcon Mobile painted in school
colors, runs good, looks good,
plows good, chrome dipstick.
$350 drives her away. Weislow
Ford, Bowling Green.
For Sale. 1956 Chevy. 3-speed
Hurst. Cheap. Dave 321 Harsh.
A.
For Rent. Furnished 2-bedroom
apt. Call 352-0781.

Lost. Green winterparka at Sterling Farm. Call Paul, 3394.

New Chapter

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

To Work With
Handicapped

Alpha Delta Pi pledges say: Good
morning, Actives I
Friends-The Bunch is having a
party Fri. at 9 p.m. B.S.B.S.

The Hawks say "Moby Dick is
alivel"
Need typist who knows Campbell.
Will pay. Call 353-4834.

Placement Interviews
Representatives from the companies listed below will be on
campus Monday through Friday
of next week for interviews. Details may be obtained from the
Placement Office.
Nov. 7
Washington Local Schools:
elementary and secondary education majors.
Continental Local Schools:
comprehensive, primary education majors, metal shop, wood
shop,
Spanish-English, slow
learners.
Dearborn Heights District 7:
elementary and secondary education majors, health and physical
education, math, general science.
Nov. 7 - 8
Eli Lilly & Co.: accounting, industrial management, selling,
secretarial, biology, chemistry,
library science, math.
Nov. 8
Fremont Public Schools: art,
primary and secondary education majors, English, journalism,
German, math, instrumental, vocal, social studies, sociology,
emotionally disturbed, mentally
retarded, slow learners, reading, guidance.
Northwestern Mutual Insurance: insurance.
Rich's: retailing, business adminitration.
The National Cash Register
Co.: accounting, business statistics, finance and banking, general business, business administration.
Apex Corp.: accounting,-economics, finance n- J innking, gene-

ral business, industrial management, selling and sales management.
Kawneer Co., Inc.: accounting,
general business, industrial
management, selling and sales
management.
Arthur Young & Co.: accounting.
Hanover-Hortoa- primary and
secondary education.
Birmingham Public Schools:
(evening only) elementary-library, music, reading, secondarycounselor, industrial arts, library, math, physics, science, diagnostician, visiting teacher.
Nov. 8 - 9
General Motors Corp.: accounting, general business, industrial management, business
administration, selling and sales
management.
Nov. 9
Birmingham Public Schools:
(evening only) elementary-library, music, reading; secondarycounselor, industrial arts, library, math, physics, science,
diagnostician, visiting teacher.
Osborn Mfg. Co.: accounting,
general
business, industrial
management, business administration.
Federal National Mortgage
Association: accounting, economics, finance and banking, real
estate.
Detroit Public Schools: primary and secondary education
majors.
The Rike-Kumler Co.: general
business, i"tailing, selling and
sales management.

Central Soya: accounting, business administration.
Arthur Andersen & Co.: accounting.
Mead Johnson, Inc.: accounting, biology, chemistry, business administration.
American Electric Power:
business administration.
Sylvania Schools: (evening
only) primary and secondary education majors.
Nov. 10
Leland Airborne Products Division: Details available at the
Placement Office.
G a .-field
Heights
Public
Schools: primary and secondary
education majors.
Campbell Soup Co.: accounting,
chemistry, personnel management, industrial management,
production.
Continental Illinois National
Bank & Trust: accounting, finance and banking, business administration, liberal arts.
Society National Bank of Cleveland: accounting, economics, finance and banking, general business.
Monsanto Research Corp.:
chemistry, math.
Nov. 11
Dow-Corning:
accounting,
business administration, chemistry, physics.
Atlas Crankshaft: accounting,
general
business, industrial
management, personnel management, selling and sales management.
Mutual of New York: insurance.

Students participating in the
UAO Dad's Day show this year,
"On Broadway-Off Broadway,"
are planning to give visiting
fathers an all-expense paid trip
to New York City.
The show will be given on
Nov. 5 at 6:30, 8 and 9:30 p.m.
in the Main Auditorium.
There are five main sets to
the program. The first is a silhouette of New York City, complete with park benches and
flashing lights spelling out
Broadway on the skylight.
The second set is a group of
tenement buildings and the third
is a single room in one of the
buildings.
The fourth is for dramatic
reading and will be two large
boxes, painted black and decorated with the familiar theater
masks of comedy and drama.
The second half of the show
will take place in the setting of
a Greenwich Village coffee house,
complete with folk music. The
interior will be black and the
walls will be covered with large
modern art painting.
The director of the program,
Maria Jayne Fogt, senior in the
college of education, said she is
pleased with how the show's progressing.
Kenneth M. Ulric, Junior in
the college of education, is the
designer for the backdrops this
year, as he has been for the
past three years.

Female vocalist wants to sing
with band. Call Brenda Johnson, 352-9035.
This is National Creep Week-CRAWL. Signed: Toad.
Delivery help wanted, 3 days a
week. 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Apply
Pisanello's Pizza after 5 p.m.
Ride to Campbells Soup for three.
6- 10 p.m. shift. Contact Bill,
105 Harsh. B between 1 and 4p.m.
Army R.O.T.C. will sponsor an
open house for cadets and their
parents immediately after the
football game. Coffee donuts
will be served in military science
offices in Memorial Hall and
displays will be set up in R.O.T.C. classrooms. All Army cadets are invited.
S.A. -- Would you believe tonsilitis? -- J.T.

A local chapter of the International Council for Exceptional
Children has been established at
the University.
The council will work with them
in areas of speech and hearing
therapy for the orthepedically
handicapped and special education methods for the mentally
retarded.
Kathy Bruning will serve as
president until January elections.
Other officers are: JeanneRogel,
vice-president; Connie Schneider,
recording secretary;
Marty Beeker, corresponding
secretaryj and Connie Moebius,
treasurer.
Ron Smith, instructor in special education, is adviser to the
chapter.
The next meeting is scheduled
for 6 p.m. Nov. 2 in the Capital
Room.
Council members appointed to
advise students interested in
joining the chapter are Kitty
Batoki, Laura Mahler, Marilyn
Lowe, Kathy Clasen, Linda
Swartz, Lynn Murphy, PamCorbin and Maxine Anker.

ATTENTION SENIORS!
BECOME A CHICAGO
PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER
For Information write to..
DIRECTOR OF TEACHER RECRUITMENT
Chicago Public Schools - Room 1005
228 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois
60601
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BG Favored Over Herd
MARY KLUDING
14-6 (.700)
S. Carolina
Michigan
Purdue
Syracuse
Bowling Green
Western Mich.
Miami
Louisville
Northwestern
Ohio State
Harvard
Alabama
Texas A & M
Pittsburgh
UCLA

JERRY MIX
14-6 (.700)
Florida State
Michigan
Purdue
Syracuse
Bowling Green
Western Mich.
Miami
Kent
Minnesota
Ohio State
Harvard
Alabama
SMU
Notre Dame
UCLA

ROGER JOLIC(

Florida State at S. Carolina
Illinois at Michigan
Purdue at Wisconsin
Penn State at Syracuse
Marshall at Bowling Green
Ohio U at Western Mich.
Miami at Toledo
Kent State at Louisville
Minnesota at Northwestern
Indiana at Ohio State
Harvard at Princeton
Louisiana State at Alabama
Texas A & M at Southern Methodist
Pittsburgh at Notre Dame
UCLA at Washington

BURT MCCARTY
46-14 (.766)
Florida State
Michigan
Purdue
Syracuse
Bowling Green
Western Mich,
Miami
Kent
Minnesota
Ohio State
Harvard
Alabama
SMJ
Notre Dame
UCLA

Dallas at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Washington at Baltimore
St. Louis at New York
Detroit at Chicago

Dallas
Cleveland
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago

Dallas
Cleveland
Washington
St. Louis
Chicago

Dallas
Cleveland
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago

Dallas
Cleveland
Baltimore
St. Louis
Chicago

Frosh Host KSU
In Season Finale
bringing back five punts for 115
yards. He is second in rushing with 128 yards in 34 carries for a 3.8 average. Zimpfer
also has a 65-yard punt return,
for a TD.
If there has been a high spot
so far this season, it would
hae to be in the passing department where
quarterbacks
Vern Wireman and Terry ork
Despite the fact that he is cur- have completed 40 of 80 passes
rently playing with a broken hand,
for 486 yards and five touchhalfback Bob Zimpfer, from Troy downs . A long with Z impfer, Steve
currantly leads the Falcons in Lanning, Lloyd Beaber, Gregg
three statistical departments and Shimm and Rick Allen have been
is listed in two others.
the top receivers.
Zimpfer has scored four touchThis will mark Coach Dick
downs in four games to hold Young's sixth straight winning
the Falcons scoring lead with season as the Falcons'freshmen
24 points. He has also grabbed mentor.
Going into the Kent
12 passes for 177 yards while contest, he has a 23-5 record.

The University's 1966freshman
football team wraps up its season at home tomorrow at 3:00
p.m., hosting Kent State's frosh.
Bowling Green opened its season with three straight victories
before getting bounced 26-19 by
Western Michigan last week.
Kent moves into the game with
a 1-1 mark.

Florida State
Michigan
Purdue
Syracuse
Bowling Green
Western Mich.
Miami
Kent
Minnesota
Ohio State
Harvard
Alabama
SMU
Notre Dame
UCLA

Trio Ties In Poll

Three members of the Pigskin
Pol 1 panel of last week return in
this issue to battle It out for
prediction supremacy.
Burt McCarty, back for the
third consecutive week, posted
a 14-6 mark in the games played
over the previous weekend, and is
currently 46-14 for the year.

Mary Kludlng and Jerry Mix,
the other panelists last week,
also picked 14 of the 20 outcomes correctly, and by virtue
of a tie all three are back.
John Gugger, sports editor,
topped the field with a 16-4 mark,
while sophomore Chuck DeGross
bows out with a 13-7 slate.

The sole newcomer to the panel
this week Is Roger Jollcoeur, a
senior In the college of Liberal
Arts.

John Gugger was unavailable
for predictions this week, but will
return to the poll in the next Issue.

Nobody has a smoother line!
Than

MrWrangler*9
in PERMANENT PRESS

Shirts and Slacks
With FORTREL*
Say no more ... Mr. Wrangler has the last word in that
stay-neat, wrinkle-free look. Naturally, they're
Permanently Pressed 50% Forlrel
polyester, 50% cotton. Completely guaranteed
for one year's normal wear.

COACH BILL LITTLE (foreground) puts his 1966-67,
Hockey team through a workout earlier in the week. The
icers head into their first
regular season competition
on Nov. 20 in Cleveland.
(Photo by Tim Churchill.)

Graeber-Nichols
Downtown - 109 S. Main

NFL Franchise
To New Orleans
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-- The
National Football League has
given the city of New Orleans
a franchise, effective for the
1967 season. New Orleans will
become the 16th city in the league.
The exact name and nickname
of the new team will not be determined until the ownership is
clarified.
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
said the franchise would be first
awarded and then the applications
for ownership would be studied.
Rozelle said after the owner is
determined, the club would be
given Its name.
it is believed the New Orleans
team may be called either the
New Orleans or the Louisiana
Saints.

LAMSONS
TOLEDO, OHIO

OVER 1,000 SHIRTS
We Welcome Your Charge

IGRAEBEIHIICHOLSi
Downtown - 109 S. Main

SPRENGERS
TOLEDO, OHIO

or write

Mr.Wrangler
Suite 929, 350 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10001

CELANESE* FORTREL* IS A T.M. OF FIBER INDUSTRIES. INC.
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Curling Arrives In Arena
By MIKE CORE
Sports Writer
The school may be Bowling
Green, but the sport is "bowling on the ice." "Bowling on
the ice" is how Dr. Robert Keefe
described the game of curling
that will be introduced when the
new ice arena is finished.

Curling Is one of the most
popular participant sports in
Canada today, but has not made
its way into U.S. recreational
activities to any great extent.
Bowling Green with its new Ice
facility will be one of the first
in Ohio to offer the sport.
What is curling? It is a game

where players slide "rocks" on
the Ice and try to have them
stop within a certain area to
score points.
A curling sheet measures 14
feet wide and 138 feet long and
has two large circular areas on
each end. The circles are 12
feet in diameter and have smaller
circles inside painted within each
other, similar to a target.
A rock is the object slid along
the ice.
It is literally rock,
being made out of polished granite and weighing 40 pounds. The
rock is flat on both the top and
bottom and on the top there is
a handle which is used to throw
it.
The player gets down on one
knee and puts his foot against
a rubber "hack" which protrudes
out of the ice. He starts sliding the rock back and forth on
the ice with which ever hand
he chooses. Finally as the rock
builds up momentum he raises
it on the back swing and shoves
off the hack with his foot and
slides along with the rock part
way. The player does not use
skates.

Schneider,
Fitzgerald
Lead MAC
Don Fitzgerald, Kent's linedenter extraordinaire, has pulverized one record, is closing
in on another and apparently
has the rushing crown sewed
up, according to Mid-American
Conference statistics released
today.
MAC: passing maestro Jolui
Schneider of Toledo, meantime,
also did some record-wrecking*
The Rocket quarterback broke
the mark for aerial yardage previously held by Ohio's Bill Frederick (769 yards). With a game
to go, the 185-|x>und junior from
Toledo I ibbey lias amassed 8(>4
yards through the air lanes.
Fitzgerald, already high on the
pro draft list as a junior, has
shredded enemy defenses for 695
yards in 170 carries for a 4.1
average. That surpasses exmate Willie Asbury's mark by
nine yards and the Flashes' battering ram from Sewickley, Pa*
still has a game to go.
The 2IS-pound tailback is averaging just under two touchdowns per game and can break
the MAC scoring standard by
racking up seven points in Kent's
visit lo Marshall Nov. 5. He
has 48 points to lead in scoring*
rhe conference record is SA
points.
Also the leader in total offense (888 yards), Schelder
needs two more copier ions to
set a new season's mark in this
department, lie has fired 136
nmes and connected on 70, one
Short of the record made two seasons ago by another passer, Dan
Simrell.
IJI pass receiving,-Sc-flneidfcr-s
favorite target, Henf? Tlurch,
continues to set the pace .with
23 catches for 251 yards.

CURRENTLY ONE of the
most popular sports in Canada, Sowling Green students
will be getting a chance to
find out what all the interest
is about when Curling hits
the campus. The sport will
be played in the University's
new Ice Arena, and the
accompanying pictures show
a game in progress.

Also the broom is used in the
first part of the delivery for
balance.
The player when letting loose
of the rock twists his wrist
and puts a spin on the rock
causing it to "curl" and curve
into the target area.
A
team consists of four
players, each of whom throws
two rocks. One player from one
team throws a rock then another
player from the other team
throws a rock and the n the
first player throws his second
rock and the second player throws
his rock and then the third
and fourth players throw and on
down the line.
If one team has a rock close
to the center the other team can
try to knock it out just as in
shuffle boardj you try to knock
the disks out of point area.
A game of curling consists of
eight to ten ends, an end being
each time the players all throw
toward the target. The team with
the highest number of points wins.

The player must let go of the
rock before he gets to the hold
Dr. Keefe says the game has
line or he has fouled, just as in
several
advantages. "The game
bowling. Then the player becan be played by young and old
gins another one of the important
alike and by both men and women.
aspects of the game, that of
It provides moderate exercise
sweeping.
The player uses a broom to and a great amount of excitesweep the ice in front of the ment and Interest."
rock in an at.empt to get the
rock to slide further if he thinks
"The game can be taught in
it will not be going far enough. just a few minutes and begin-

^

.

ners need no special athletic
skill to play. It's a tremendous
game for the student and can
provide much enjoyment in such
a short time," Dr. Keefe said.
So the next time you hear rumbling It won't be the elves bowling on the green, but students
bowling on the ice.

Miami, WM
Favored In
MAC Meet
Unbeaten giants Western Michigan and Miami match strides
again as co-favorites in the 21st
Mid-American Conferences
cross-country championships at
Toledo Saturday and several individual standouts will be threatening the meet record.
Ohio University, beaten only
by Miami in seven dual meets,
looms as the chief challenger
to the MAC's two harrier powers. Both the Broncos, winners of the NCAA crown for
the past two years, and the Redskins send their tip five runners
to the starting line for the sinmile test with long streaks to
their credit In dual competition.
Coach George Dales and his
national champs have been perfect In dual meets since 1957,
while Stan Imhulse's Oxford tribe
has dashed off 18 in a row over
the past three years.
The team fight promises to
be a rematch of last year's
meet up in Kalamazoo wherein Miami prevailed over Western, 42-44.
Last weekend,
Miami
annexed it second
straight All-Ohio title.
Individually, the favorite is
slight Sammy Bair of Kent State,
newly crowned All-Ohio champion (last Saturday at Ohio State)
and unbeaten this Fall in six
outings. Bair covered the five
miles at OSU in 24:50.5 to lead
Redskin ace Andy Schramm to
the tape. The 136- pound junior
also took induvidual honors in
the recent Notre Dame Invitational, won by Western. Bair
was second to Ohio's Elmore
Beaton in the MAC meet last
year.
Other top contenders at Toledo will be Kent A11-American
Pete Lorandeau, Ohio's John TilPete Lorandeau, Ohio's John
Tillman, Bowling Green's Bob
Parks, Western's Wolfgang Lugauer, John Schrader and Dave
Keys and Schramm, 1963 MAC
titleist and also an A11-American
performer. Schramm, making a
comeback from monocucleosis,
set a school mard of 25:18.8
for five miles Oct. *8.

Frosh Booters Hold 4-0 Record
By ALEX ANGFLLE
Sportswriter
All hough few people realize it,
Howling Green does have an undefeated team.
The freshman soccer team,
coached by Omar Dajani, owns
a parkling record of 4-0, with
one game remaining on their
schedule.
The frosh booters have beaten
the Defiance, Akron, Ohio State
and Kent State junior teams handily, scoring 24 goals while allowing a mere 4.
Jim Brewer, a center forward
from Springwater, N.Y., is the
high scorer with 10 goals. He

is one of many players recruited
from the cast coast to bolster
the Howling Green team.
Jolui Dohms, a co-captain from
Fairlawn, nNJ., and Fred Weisman from Hanover, N.H., are
wingmen for the freshmen squad,
and are being counted on heavily to help next season's varsity unit.
Coach Dajani emphasizes his
team's great balance and spirit
as opposed to last year's freshmen team. The coach also noted
that the defense has been instrumental in their current clean
slate, by holding opposing teams
down until the offense man-

ages to score.
H e feels that his teams best
effort was against Kent State
last Sa tu rda y, in which they
scored a trio of quick goals and
then coasted to a 6-2 win.
Dajani is not all smiles concerning the season so far, however. "I am disappointed," he
said, "at the small crowds which
have attended our games. We
need the support of the students
to keep our winning spirit. Our
games are free to the public,
do not conflict with football games, and so I think there
should be a larger turnout of
fans to watch,"

Because of their great spirit
and hustle, the team has been
able to overcome the handicaps
of playing with only 1 or 2
substitutions on the undermanned
squad.
Both Dajani and varsity coach
Micky Cochrane are anticipating
a fine varsity team to develop
from this season's freshman
club.
The frosh will have their final
test next Wednesday at 3 p.m.
when they battle Earlham College of Richmond Indiana. Earlham's varsity wound up in the
runnerup position in last year's
NAIA tournament.

